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Copyright (C) 2003, IEEE ISTO. All rights reserved.  

This document may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on, or otherwise explain it or 
assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction 
of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice, this paragraph and the title of the Document as referenced below 
are included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this document itself may not be modified in any way, 
such as by removing the copyright notice or references to the IEEE-ISTO and the Printer Working Group, a program of 
the IEEE-ISTO.  

Title:  The Printer Working Group Standard for the Internet Printing Protocol (IPP): Page Overrides  

The IEEE-ISTO and the Printer Working Group DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED INCLUDING (WITHOUT LIMITATION) ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  

The Printer Working Group, a program of the IEEE-ISTO, reserves the right to make changes to the document without 
further notice.  The document may be updated, replaced or made obsolete by other documents at any time.  

The IEEE-ISTO takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be 
claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which any 
license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify 
any such rights.  

The IEEE-ISTO invites any interested party to bring to its attention any copyrights, patents, or patent applications, or 
other proprietary rights which may cover technology that may be required to implement the contents of this document. 
The IEEE-ISTO and its programs shall not be responsible for identifying patents for which a license may be required by 
a document and/or IEEE-ISTO Industry Group Standard or for conducting inquiries into the legal validity or scope of 
those patents that are brought to its attention. Inquiries may be submitted to the IEEE-ISTO by e-mail at:  

ieee-isto@ieee.org. 

The Printer Working Group acknowledges that the IEEE-ISTO (acting itself or through its designees) is, and shall at all 
times, be the sole entity that may authorize the use of certification marks, trademarks, or other special designations to 
indicate compliance with these materials.  

Use of this document is wholly voluntary.  The existence of this document does not imply that there are no other ways 
to produce, test, measure, purchase, market, or provide other goods and services related to its scope.  
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About the IEEE-ISTO 

 

The IEEE-ISTO is a not-for-profit corporation offering industry groups an innovative and flexible operational forum and 
support services.  The IEEE-ISTO provides a forum not only to develop standards, but also to facilitate activities that 
support the implementation and acceptance of standards in the marketplace.  The organization is affiliated with the 
IEEE (http://www.ieee.org/) and the IEEE Standards Association (http://standards.ieee.org/). 

 

For additional information regarding the IEEE-ISTO and its industry programs visit http://www.ieee-isto.org. 

 

 

About the IEEE-ISTO PWG 

The Printer Working Group (or PWG) is a Program of the IEEE Industry Standards and Technology Organization (ISTO) 
with member organizations including printer manufacturers, print server developers, operating system providers, network 
operating systems providers, network connectivity vendors, and print management application developers.  The group is 
chartered to make printers and the applications and operating systems supporting them work together better.  All 
references to the PWG in this document implicitly mean “The Printer Working Group, a Program of the IEEE ISTO.” In 
order to meet this objective, the PWG will document the results of their work as open standards that define print related 
protocols, interfaces, procedures and conventions. Printer manufacturers and vendors of printer related software will 
benefit from the interoperability provided by voluntary conformance to these standards.  

In general, a PWG standard is a specification that is stable, well understood, and is technically competent, has 
multiple, independent and interoperable implementations with substantial operational experience, and enjoys significant 
public support.  

For additional information regarding the Printer Working Group visit:  http://www.pwg.org 

 
 
Contact information: 

IPP Web Page:  http://www.pwg.org/ipp/ 
IPP Mailing List:  ipp@pwg.org 

To subscribe to the ipp mailing list, send the following email: 
1) send it to majordomo@pwg.org 
2) leave the subject line blank 
3) put the following two lines in the message body: 

subscribe ipp 
end 

Implementers of this specification are encouraged to join the IPP Mailing List in order to participate in any discussions 
of clarifications or review of registration proposals for additional names.  Requests for additional extensions, for inclusion 
in this specification, should be sent to the IPP Mailing list for consideration.  In order to reduce spam the mailing list 
rejects mail from non-subscribers, so you must subscribe to the mailing list in order to send a question or comment to 
the mailing list. 
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1 Introduction 

The Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) is an application level protocol for distributed printing using Internet tools and 
technologies. IPP version 1.1 (IPP/1.1) requires that each attribute value be the same for all pages within a document 
within a job. This document defines  OPTIONAL extensions to the IPP/1.1 model which relax this restriction and allow 
pages to have attributes that are overrides. For example, with this extension, page 1 of a Document could have a 
different media or different value of “sides” from the other pages in the document.  Another example is that the 1st copy 
of the Document could be printed single sided on transparency and the remaining copies printed 4-up two sided and 
stapled.  Page overrides always applies to pages within a document without regard to the “multiple-documents-handling” 
attribute.   

This extension supports page overrides by adding a new Template attribute: “overrides” -- having a syntax type of 
“1setOf collection”. Each ‘collection’ value for “overrides” contains  

A CONDITIONALLY MANDATORY member attribute that identifies the documents containing the overridden pages, 
namely  “document-numbers”.   This attribute MUST be supplied if the Override is specified as a Job Template attribute 
and the Overrides apply only to specific Documents.  If this member attribute is not supplied, the Override applies to all 
Documents in the Job.   

A MANDATORY member attribute that identifies the overridden pages, namely “pages”.  

an OPTIONAL member attribute that identifies the document copies of the specified documents, i.e. “document-copies”.  
If this member attribute is absent, the Overrides apply to all document copies. 

The ‘collection’ value also contains one or more attributes that are overrides for the identified pages, e.g. “sides” and 
“media”. 

 This document is a proposal for an extension to IPP/1.0 and IPP/1.1.  This document replace the deprecated “Override 
Attributes for Documents and Pages document” [PWG5100.4].  This specification provides overrides at the page level.  
The “overrides” Job Template attribute defined in this specification replaces the deprecated “”page-overrides” Job 
Template attribute.   Other specification outside the scope of this document provide the remaining features from the 
deprecated specification such as “document-overrides”, “pages-per-subset”, and “job-warnings-count”.  See appendix 
ZZZ for details. 

 

2 Terminology 

This section defines the following additional terms that are used throughout this document: 

2.1 Conformance Terminology 

Capitalized terms, such as MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, MAY, and OPTIONAL, have 
special meaning relating to conformance as defined in RFC 2119 [rfc2119].  If an implementation supports the extension 
defined in this document, then these terms apply; otherwise, they do not.  These terms define conformance to this 
document (and [rfc2911]) only; they do not affect conformance to other documents, unless explicitly stated otherwise.  
For example, the term REQUIRED in this document means “REQUIRED if this OPTIONAL Override  specification is 
implemented”. 
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The term CONDITIONALLY REQUIRED means that the Printer MUST support the feature, if the specified condition is 
true.  The term CMUST means MUST if the specified “condition” is true. 

2.2 Other Terminology 

This document uses the same terminology as [rfc2911], such as “client”, “Printer”1, “attribute”, “attribute value”, 
“keyword”, “Job Template attribute”, “Operation attribute”, “operation”, “request”, “response ”, and “support” with 
the same meaning.  In addition, the following terms are defined for use in this document: 

2.2.1 Attribute Precedence 

the precedence rules which dictate which attribute value takes precedence when the same attribute is supplied at 
different points in the workflow with different values, such as at both a simple  Job Template  and in an “override” Job 
Template attribute.  See section Error! Reference source not found.. 

2.2.2 Honor 

a Printer is said to Honor an attribute supplied by the client, if the Printer supports that attribute and the supplied value 
and performs the indicated semantics.   If the client supplies the “ipp-attribute-fidelity”  or “job-mandatory-attributes” 
Operation attribute, the client is indicating which supplied Job Template and Document Template attributes the Printer 
MUST Honor. 

2.2.3 Impression 

An "impression" is the image (possibly many print-stream pages in  different configurations) imposed onto a single side 
of a media sheet.  see [RFC2911] section 12.2.5) 

2.2.4 Job Creation operation 

operations that create Job objects, specifically: Print-Job, Print-URI, and Create-Job as defined in [rfc2911]. 

2.2.5 Overrides 

In IPP/1.1 each attribute value is the same for the entire Job.  When an attribute is an “Overrides” attribute, it is different 
for identified pages.  Pages can be identified within a Document or a specific copy of a Document. 

2.2.6 Page:  

The term "Page" as a synonym for print-stream page. A "print-stream page" is a page according to the definition of 
pages in the language used to express the document data. (see [RFC2911] section 12.2.4) 
 

2.2.7 Sheet 

A Sheet is the unit of media that a printer puts marks on. It is the most basic unit of output from a printer. A printer may 
mark on one side or on both sides of a sheet. 

                                                 
1 [rfc2911] uses the terms “Printer object” and “Printer” interchangeably to mean the same thing.  For simplicity, this 
document uses the term “Printer” exclusively, except for definitions copied directly from [rfc2911].  None the less, the  
intent is as in [rfc2911]: a Printer is an object that MAY be hosted in the device or in a server as in [rfc2911]. 
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3 Requirements 

The following is a list of requirements for the Overrides-Extension. 
 

1. There MUST be a mechanism for specifying Job Template attributes that are Overrides for particular pages. A 
Printer and a client OPTIONALLY support this mechanism. 

2. There MUST be a mechanism for specifying Job Template attributes that are Overrides for particular pages in 
specific copies of Documents. A Printer and a client OPTIONALLY support this mechanism. 

3. The mechanism for Overrides MUST be supported by all Job-Submission operations and Validate-Job. 

4 Overview 

In IPP 1.1 all attributes that a client includes with job creation operations affect the entire Job in a uniform way. That is, 
there is no way for one Document in a given Job to be stapled and another drilled. Also, there is no way for the first 
sheet of each Document to be on a different media or to have a different value of “sides” from the other Sheets in the 
Document. In addition, there is no way for one document copy to be printed on paper and another on transparencies. An 
IPP/1.1 client can specify features, such as finishing, media and sides only at the job level. 
 
The Override Extension defined in this document allows some pages, to be affected by attribute values that are 
Overrides to those specified for the Job as a whole. For example, the first page of a Document has a different media 
from the rest. 

4.1 Numbering of Components 

The Override Extension defines a system for numbering of components.  
 

- Each Document has a number. The single Document that a client sends with Print-Job or Print-URI and the first 
Document that a client sends with Send-Document or Send-URI has a number of  1. Each subsequent 
Document that a clients sends has a number that is one higher than the previous.   

- Each Page in a Document is numbered sequentially, starting at 1 for the first Page. If a Job has several 
Documents, the first Page of each Document has the number of 1. 

- The Documents are numbered as if the value of “copies” were 1, i.e. if a Document produces multiple copies, 
each copy has the same document number.  

- Each copy of a Document has a number. The first copy of each Document has a number of ‘1’, and each 
subsequent copy has a number that is one higher than the previous copy.  

 

5 New  Job Template Attributes  

The Override Extension adds a new Job Template attributes: “overrides”.   The “overrides” attribute supercedes the 
“page-overrides” from PWG51000.4 
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  +===================+======================+======================+ 
  | Job Template      |Printer: Default Value|  Printer: Supported  | 
  |  Attribute        |   Attribute          |   Values Attribute   | 
  +===================+======================+======================+ 
  | overrides         |       none           | overrides-           | 
  |                   |                      |   supported          | 
  |(1setOf collection)|                      |(1setOf type2 keyword)| 
  +===================+======================+======================+ 
 

5.1 overrides (1setOf  collection)  

This OPTIONAL Job Template attribute contains attributes that are associated with Pages and that are treated as page 
Overrides. Such attributes are called “Overrides” attributes. The remainder of this section describes features that an 
implementation MUST support or MAY support if an implementation supports this attribute 
 
If this attribute is present in a Job, there are Page Overrides. If it is present, the value consists of one or more 
‘collection’ values, where each ‘collection’ value identifies one or more Pages and contains one or more Job Template 
attributes which act as Overrides to the corresponding Template attribute(s) for the specified  Page(s) in the Job..  
Paage Overrides are specified by including the “overrides” attribute in the Job Template attributes group in a PrintJob, 
CreateJob or SetJob operation 
 
The first attribute CMUST be the “document-numbers”.  The condition is if the applies only to specific Documents.  If 
this attribute is not supplied, the Override applies to all Documents in the Job 
 
The second attribute MAY be “document-copies”. If present, this attributes identifies the copies of the Document.  If this 
attribute is not present, then the Override applies to all copies of the Document. 
 
If “document-number” and “document-copies” is present, the “pages” attribute MUST be the third attribute; if either 
“document-number” or “document-copies” attribute is present, the “pages” attribute MUST be the second attribute; 
otherwise, it MUST be the first attribute. The “pages” attribute identifies the pages to which the Override applies.  The 
identified pages need not be contiguous. ISSUE01: We need to decide whether overlapping overrides 
regions are allowed, or whether to be simple, the client MUST specify non-overlapping 
regions. The latter would be a great simplification  We must also keep in mind that 
with the document object overrides can occur at both the job and document level.<PZ> I 
prefer a SHOULD NOT overlap and specify that overrides are ordered and the later an 
override is specified the higher the precedence. (to resolve any direct 
conflicts)</PZ> 
 
The remaining attributes in the ‘collection’ value are the Template attributes that are Overrides for the specified  pages.  

There may be more than one way for a client to arrange ‘overrides’ attributes in ‘collection’ values. For example, if a 
Document contains 10 pages to be printed 1-sided on white letter paper and page 1 is to be two sided  with blue letter 
paper and Document 2 is to be two sided with white letter paper, there is more than 1 possible way to group the 
Overrides.  The client could specify the two Overrides for page 1 in one ‘collection’ value and the single Override for    
Page 2 in second ‘collection’ values, or it could specify “two-sided” for pages 1 and 2 in one ‘collection’ value and “blue 
letter paper” for  Document 1 in another ‘collection’ value 

If the “document-number”,  “document-copies” and “pages”  identify pages that either don’t exist or are within 
nonexistent Document-Copies or Documents, the Printer silently ignores them and associates the Overrides with the 
pages  that do exist. A client MUST not allow two ‘collection’s values to be associated with the same page and to 
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contain the same Override attribute with different values. If there is such a conflict, the Printer can use either value, and 
it MUST issue a warning. It does so by adding ‘job-warnings-detected’ to the “job-state-reasons” and by increasing the 
value of  the “job-warnings-count” Job Description attribute by 1.  If the Printer detects this conflict while it is processing 
a Job-Submission operation, it MUST return the ignored value in the Unsupported attributes.  

When a Client receives this attribute in a Get-Jobs or Get-Job-Attributes, the value MUST contain the same ‘collection’ 
values received in Job-Submission operations, except for those ‘collection’ values the Printer returned in the 
Unsupported Attributes.  

To allow the specification of the last page, copy or document the MAX integer value (2147483647) is used.  To allow the 
specification of the page, copy or document before the last a special value of MAX-1(2147483646)  is used.  No other 
special values are defined. 

Attribute name syntax In request Printer 
Support 

document-numbers 1setOf rangeOfInteger(MAX) MAY MUST 
document-copies 1setOf rangeOfInteger(MAX) MAY MAY 
pages 1setOf rangeOfInteger(MAX) MUST MUST 
Any template attribute  MAY MAY 

The following sections describe each member attribute in the above table. 

5.1.1 Document-numbers (1setOf rangeOfInteger (1:MAX)) 

This attribute identifies one or more Documents by specifying a range of numbers. The Overrides apply to the 
pages within the Documents specified.  

A Printer MUST support this attribute. A client MAY supply this attribute in each ‘collection’ value. If supplied, it 
MUST be the first attribute of each ‘collection’ value.  

Note: To allow the specification of the last document the MAX integer value (2147483647) is used.  To allow the 
specification of the next to last document a special value of MAX-1(2147483646)  is used.  No other special 
values are defined. 

  

5.1.2 document-copies (1setOf rangeOfInteger (1:MAX)) 

This attribute identifies one or more Document-Copies by specifying a range of numbers. The Overrides apply to 
the pages within the identified Documents-Copies within the Documents specified. For example, 10 copies are 
duplex printed on letter paper with a staple. One copy is simplex printed on transparencies without a staple.  

If an attribute can affect a Document, it can affect particular Document-Copies. If an attribute can affect Sheets, 
it can affect Sheets of particular Document-Copies. 

A Printer MUST support this attribute. A client MAY supply this attribute in each ‘collection’ value. It MUST be 
the second attribute of each ‘collection’ value if the client supplied “document-numbers’; otherwise it MUST be 
first.  
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Note: To allow the specification of the last document copy the MAX integer value (2147483647) is used.  To 
allow the specification of the next to last document copy a special value of MAX-1(2147483646)  is used.  No 
other special values are defined. 

5.1.3 Pages (1setOf rangeOfInteger(1:MAX))  

This attribute identifies one or more pages by specifying one or more ranges of numbers (see section 4.1 for the 
rules on associating a number with each page). The “1setOf” allows noncontiguous pages. The Overrides apply 
to the identified pages within the Documents specified.  The “document-copies” specifies particular copies of 
the Documents. 

If the “page-ranges” attribute is associated with a Document,  the pages identified by this attribute are the same 
as when “page-ranges” is not present. However, this attribute may identify pages that are deselected for printing 
by the “page-ranges” attribute. For example, if the value of “page-ranges” is “5:10” and this attribute identifies 
pages “3:6”, this attribute identifies two pages (3 and 4) that are not printed and two that are (5 and 6) 

If a Printer support the “overrides” attribute, it MUST support this attribute. A client MUST supply this attribute 
in each ‘collection’ value of the “overrides” attribute and it MUST be the second attribute of each ‘collection’ 
value.  

Note: To allow the specification of the last page the MAX integer value (2147483647) is used.  To allow the 
specification of the next to last page a special value of MAX-1(2147483646)  is used.  No other special values 
are defined. 

5.1.4 Overriding template attributes 

These attributes have the same meaning as in IPP/1.1.  Any template attribute supported by the printer may be 
supplied.  Only those supported attributes that affect pages will be honored.  For example an Override that 
specifies “job-priority” will ignore “job-priority” The Printer MAY support this attribute. A client OPTIONALLY 
supplies it. 

5.1.4.1 Template Attributes that affect Jobs 

Template Attributes that operate on a Job such as “job-priority” and “job-hold-until” and are meaningless as a 
page override.  These attributes SHOULD NOT be included in “overrides”.  If included, they follow the same 
rules as any template attributes and interact with “ipp-attribute-fidelity” as specified in rfc2911.  Therefore if “ipp-
attribute-fidelity” is false, the request should succeed and any Job Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD 
be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.  If “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is true, then the request should fail and the Job 
Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.   

5.1.4.2 Template Attributes that affect Documents 

Template Attributes that operate on a Document such as “copies” are meaningless as a page override.  These 
attributes SHOULD NOT be included in “overrides”.  If included, they follow the same rules as any template 
attributes and interact with “ipp-attribute-fidelity” as specified in rfc2911.  Therefore if “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is 
false, the request should succeed and any Job Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in 
“unsupported-attributes”.  If “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is true, then the request should fail and the Job Template 
attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.   
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5.1.4.3 Tempate Attributes that affect Pages 

Template Attributes that operate on a Pages such as “page-ranges” are appropriate as a page override.  These 
attributes MAY be included in “overrides”.  If included, they follow the same rules as any template attributes and 
interact with “ipp-attribute-fidelity” as specified in rfc2911.  Therefore if “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is false, the request 
should succeed and any Job Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-
attributes”.  If “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is true, then the request should fail and the Job Template attributes that 
affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.  

 When a attribute that affects Pages (such as black-overprint, color-emulation,   
trapping, etc.) makes a change of value from one override to the next,   the 
next page image is placed where the next page image would go.     

5.1.4.4 Tempate Attributes that affect Impressions 

Template Attributes that operate on a Impressions such as “image-shift” are appropriate as a page override.  
These attributes MAY be included in “overrides”.  If included, they follow the same rules as any template 
attributes and interact with “ipp-attribute-fidelity” as specified in rfc2911.  Therefore if “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is 
false, the request should succeed and any Job Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in 
“unsupported-attributes”.  If “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is true, then the request should fail and the Job Template 
attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.  

When an Impression attribute (such as image-shift) makes a change of value from 
one override to the next, the Printer moves onto the next Impression (on the 
next Surface).     

5.1.4.5 Template Attributes that affect Sheets 

Template Attributes that operate on a Shhets such as “media” are appropriate as a page override.  These 
attributes MAY be included in “overrides”.  If included, they follow the same rules as any template attributes and 
interact with “ipp-attribute-fidelity” as specified in rfc2911.  Therefore if “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is false, the request 
should succeed and any Job Template attributes that affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-
attributes”.  If “ipp-attribute-fidelity” is true, then the request should fail and the Job Template attributes that 
affect Jobs SHOULD be returned in “unsupported-attributes”.   

When a Sheet attribute (such as media) makes a change of value from one override 
to the next, it forces the first page of the override onto the first side of a 
new sheet.     

ISSUE02:  However, if the none of the sheet attributes in two adjacent overrides 
change the value, then the pages continue on the same sheet(as in JDF)?  Or do 
we want to say that if the following override has any attribute that affects a 
sheet, whether the value is the same or different than the previous override, 
then new sheets are forced.<PZ> it requires a change for a new sheet</>     

ISSUE03:  Or do we want to be more simple and just rely on the client supplying 
the "force-front-side" Job Template attribute to force a new sheet when it isn't 
otherwise required just to make sure?<PZ>NO</>     

ISSUE04:  Do we need a new "force-new" (page, surface, sheet, document)   member 
attribute?<PZ>NO</> 
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5.1.5 Handling of Error conditions 

If a client puts a member attribute in some position other than its required position (e.g. “document-numberss” 
MUST be first),  a Printer MUST either: 

a) use the specified value of  the member attribute and ignore its wrong position or 
b) reject all attributes in the ‘collection’ value and treat the ‘collection’ values, but not other sibling 

‘collection’ values, as unsupported. 

5.1.6 Why not “overrides-default”  

There is no “overrides-default” attribute because it adds complicated rules for a Printer to implement.  The 
problems are best illustrated with examples. 

If there were a “overrides-default” and it contained a “sides” and “media” override for the first page, and if a client 
submitted a Job with no “sides” attribute and with “media” as a Job Template attribute with no overrides, a 
possible meaning is that the Printer uses the client’s requested media for the entire Job and the sides specified 
by the “sides-default” and the “sides” value in “overrides-default”. So in this example, the Printer ignores the 
“overrides-default” attribute for “media”, but uses it for “sides” because the Printer uses it for an attribute “xxx” 
only when it uses “xxx-default”.  

5.1.7 overrides-supported (1setOf  type2 keyword) 

This attribute specifies the supported values of the “overrides” attribute. A client can use this attribute to 
determine what override attributes the Printer supports.  

This attribute contains the name of each attribute that the Printer supports in a ‘collection’ value of the 
“overrides” attribute.  This attribute MUST contain the keywords “document-numbers” and “pages” because a 
Printer MUST support these attributes This attribute MUST contain the keywords “document-copies” if the 
Printer supports overriding of individual copies of a Document. This attribute MUST also contain the name of 
each attribute that can be a page-override. For example, this attribute contains the keyword “sides” if and only if  
the Printer supports “sides” in a ‘collection’ value of the “page-overrides” attribute. 

There are no corresponding “document-numbers-supported”,  “document-copies-supported”, and “pages-
supported” Printer attributes.  However, the supported values for all of the other member attributes are indicated 
by the corresponding “xxx-supported” Printer attributes which are the same values as for the corresponding 
“xxx” operation or Job/Document Template attribute.  For example, if “sides” is supported as a member attribute 
of the “override” collection, then the “sides-supported” Printer attribute indicates the values that are supported at 
the job level and as an Override. 

5.2 Subset Processing 

ISSUE05: How should 5100.4-2001 “pages-per-subset” be accommodated in new specifications.  
Proposal is not to mege subset processing and overrides together.  The solution models subset 
processing as a Job Template attribute that optionally resuses the  overrides feature. 
 
WORK ITEM: PJZ  This section to be “wordsmithed” to describe replacement for 5100.4-2001 pages-
per-subset feature without complicating the new simplified page override(i.e. “overrides”) feature. 

Key Points: 
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1. new Job Template attribute “subset-processing” 
a. contains Mandatory member attribute “pages-per-subset” (1 setof 

rangeOfInteger) (same semantics as 5100.4-2001) 
b. contains optional member attribute “overrides” (allows subset overrides) 
c. Page numbering is affected by “multi-document-handling” 
d. Allows page subsets to cross document boundaries 
e. Separates subset processing from overrides 

 
 

A client OPTIONALLY supplies this attribute, and a Printer OPTIONALLY supports this attribute. When this 
attribute is present, it effectively partitions one or more Documents into contiguous subsets of Pages. Each 
subset is defined to be a subset Document.  The value of the attribute is a set of one or more integers, where 
each integer specifies the number of Pages in a subset, and the set is treated as a repeating sequence of 
integers. Thus, when the attribute contains a single integer, the integer specifies the number of Pages in each 
subset, as a repeating sequence of the single integer.  When the number of integers in this attribute exceeds 1, 
the first integer specifies the number of Pages in the first subset, the second integer specifies the number of 
Pages in the second subset and so on. If numbers in this attribute are exhausted before partitioning all of the 
Pages, the Printer starts at the beginning of the sequence again and continues until all Input-Pages are 
partitioned. 
 

6 Examples 

This section currently contains examples Overrides.  
Brackets are used to delimit the beginning and end of each Collection value. 

6.1 First Page of Single Document is Letterhead 

In the first example, the Printer produces 1 copy of a single Document. It is printed on letter-paper 
using Print-Job. The first Page of the Document is letterhead paper. 
 

6.1.1 Request. 

There is one    Document A which produces one    Document. 
 
Print-Job 

job template attributes group 
media: letter 
overrides: { 

documents-numbers: 1:1  
pages: 1:1 
media: letterhead } 

end-of-attributes 
   Document A  
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6.2 First Page of Several Documents is Blue 

In the second example, the Printer produces 3 copies of each Document. Each is stapled and 
printed on letter-paper, two-sided using Create-Job. The first Page of each Document is blue-
letter paper and one-sided. 
 

6.2.1 Request. 

There are two    Documents A and B. 
 
Create-Job 
 operations attributes group 

document-format: application/PostScript      
job template attributes group 

*        multiple-document-handling: separate-documents-collated-copies  
sides: two-sided-long-edge 
media: letter 
copies: 3       
finishings: stapling      
page-overrides: { 

document-numberss: 1:2 
pages: 1:1 
sides: one-sided 
media: blue-letter } 

end-of-attributes 
Send-Document 

end-of-attributes 
   Document A  

Send-Document 
end-of-attributes 

   Document B  
 

  
 

7 Conformance Requirements 

This section specifies the Conformance Requirements. 
 
This specification describes overriding attributes on a particular page . If a Client or Printer supports this specification, it 
MUST support this mechanisms.  
 
The following are the conformance rules for Overrides. See section 5.1 for further details on Overrides 

 

1. If a Printer or Client supports Overrides, it MUST support  

1.1. the “overrides” attribute, and 
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1.2. the “overrides-supported” attribute, and 

1.3. the following member attributes of “overrides”: 

1.3.1. “document-numberss”,  

1.3.2.  “pages”, and 

1.3.3. at least one Job Template attribute that can be overridden (e.g. “sides” or “media”)  as defined in 
another specification. 

 
A conforming Printer MUST handle unsupported attributes correctly. If a Printer receives a “overrides” attribute that 
contains one or more unsupported member, it MUST return in the Unsupported Attributes group of the response the 
“overrides” attribute with the unsupported members attributes. The “ipp-attribute-fidelity” determines whether the Printer  

a) rejects the Job or  
b) accepts the Job and ignores the unsupported member attributes. 

 
A Client or a Printer OPTIONALLY supports the “document-copies” attribute as a member attribute of “overrides”. If a 
Printer does not support the “document-copies” member attribute and receives it in a “page-overrides”, it treats the 
“document-copies” attributes as described in the previous paragraph. If the Printer accepts the Job, it behaves as if the 
overrides applied to all copies of the specified documents or pages, i.e. the way the Printer would behave if it supported 
“document-copies” and the client didn’t supply it. 

8 IANA Considerations 

This section contains the exact information for IANA to add to the IPP Registries according to the procedures defined in 
RFC 2911 [RFC2911] section 6. 

8.1 Attribute Registration 

The attributes defined in this document will be published by IANA according to the procedures in RFC 2911 [RFC2911] 
section 6.2 with the following path: 
 

ftp.isi.edu/iana/assignments/ipp/attributes/ 
 
The registry entry will contain the following information: 
 
Reference IEEE-ISTO 5100.n:   
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/standards/pwg5100.n.pdf 
 
Job Template attributes:                         Section: 
overrides (1setOf  collection)                             5.1 
   overrides (1setOf  collection)               5.1.1 
   overrides (1setOf  collection)                5.1.2 
   overrides (1setOf  collection)                          5.1.3 
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8.2 Keyword Attribute Value Registrations 

The keyword attribute values defined in this document will be published by IANA according to the procedures in RFC 
2911 [RFC2911] section 6.1 with the following path: 
 

ftp.isi.edu/iana/assignments/ipp/attribute-values/ 
 

The registry entry will contain the following information: 
 
Reference IEEE-ISTO 5100.4:   
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/standards/pwg5100.4.pdf 
 

9 Internationalization Considerations 

The IPP extensions defined in this document require the same internationalization considerations as any of the Job 
Template attributes defined in IPP/1.1 [RFC2911]. 

10 Security Considerations 

The IPP extensions defined in this document require the same security considerations as any of the Job Template 
attributes defined in IPP/1.1 [RFC2911]. 
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13 Change Log (informative) 

The following summaries of the changes in reverse chronological order: 

Version May 9 2003: 
1. Removed Document Overrides. 
2. Moved warning counts and errors to another document(JobX) 
3. Renamed Page Overrides to facilitate deprecation of  PWG 5100.4 

14 Appendix 1 Changes from IEEE ISTO 5100.4-2001 

WORK Item: PJZ to fill out this section 
 


